
Frequency regulation is the injection and withdrawal of power on a second-
by-second basis to maintain grid frequency. The balancing authority sends 
a regulation signal to generators fitted with automatic generation control 
(AGC) control, who vary their output up or down in response to this signal.

For independent system operators (ISO) in the U.S., regulation is a market 
service sold on an hourly day-ahead basis. In non-organised markets 
regulation is provided by bilateral contracts.

Regulation requires second-by-second changes in output. The primary 
resources used for regulation, coal-fired steam plants and combined cycle 
gas plants, are relatively slow at ramping, and therefore cannot follow a 
fast moving signal well. The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) 
realised this, and instituted Order 755, which requires ISOs to “pay for 
performance”, resulting in energy storage systems receiving much higher 
revenues per megawatt (MW) for regulation than traditional resources.

FERC 755 - BATTERIES DO IT BETTER

ADVANTAGES OF FAST RESPONSE RESOURCES

 » More effective, MW for MW, for AGC purposes than a conventional unit
 » Reduce the regulation capacity that the operator needs to procure
 » Allows conventional units to operate more efficiently

Battery storage is 
a safe, reliable and 
economic solution for 
frequency regulation.

PJM FREQUENCY REGULATION



RES is the world’s largest independent renewable energy company active in onshore and offshore wind, solar, energy 
storage and transmission and distribution. At the forefront of the industry for over 35 years, RES has delivered more 
than 16 GW of renewable energy projects across the globe and supports an operational asset portfolio of 5 GW 
worldwide for a large client base. Understanding the unique needs of corporate clients, RES has secured 1 GW of power 
purchase agreements (PPAs) enabling access to energy at the lowest cost.

Reacting quickly, RES entered the interconnection queue completing 
interconnection studies for two 4 MW / 2.6 MWh storage plants on the AEP 
Ohio system.

Upon implementation of FERC Order 755 “pay for performance”, RES 
started construction on the 4 MW / 2.6 MWh Battery Utility of Ohio energy 
storage system located near Columbus, Ohio and residing on the PJM 
network. RES developed, engineered, constructed, and now operates this 
energy storage project. This system was implemented in a containerised 
format to demonstrate modularity, decrease safety risks, and minimise 
downtime during routine maintenance and repairs. Operations of the 
system are assisted by RES’ proprietary control system known as RESolve.

PJM judges the frequency regulation market participants largely on how 
quickly and accurately those participants are able to respond to a PJM 
provided signal. RES’ frequency regulation facilities continue to earn a 
very high performance score having been programed and designed with 
maximum speed of response and accuracy.

During commissioning, RES analysed and optimised the data pathways of 
the signal to ensure a rapid response, and the unit has also been tuned 
to ensure the output accurately matches the set point. These two tasks 
help ensure RES provides the highest quality of service possible while 
maximising available revenue for the asset.

OUR SOLUTION

PERFORMANCE RESULTS

RES now has a contracted portfolio of 300 MW of battery energy storage.
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LEARN HOW ENERGY STORAGE CAN BENEFIT YOUR SYSTEM

This graph demonstrates the signal received 
from PJM and how accurately RES’ storage 
system responds to the signal.
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PJM REGULATION SERVICES 
SIGNAL AND BATTERY RESPONSE


